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What is fish health detection of problems when they do umbrella term "Stress" (Figure 1).
management? occur so that a diagnosis can be Stress is discussed in greater detail

made before the majority of the in the IFAS publication "Stress - Its
Fish health management is a population becomes sick. If Role In Fish Disease". Management

term used in aquaculture to ...term used in aquaculture to treatment is indicated, it will be practices directed at limiting stress
describe management practices most successful if it is implemented are likely to be most effective in
which are designed to prevent fish early in the course of the disease preventing disease outbreaks.
disease. Once fish get sick it can be while the fish are still in good
difficult to salvage them. shape.shape.

Successful fish health e e

management begins with The significance of fish disease
prevention of disease rather than to aquaculture
treatment. Prevention offish P disease isasubstantialFish disease is a substantial
disease is accomplished through source of monetary loss to
good water quality management, aquaculturists. Production costs are
nutrition, and sanitation. Without increased by fish disease outbreaks Figure 1. Disease rarely results from simple
this foundation it is impossible to because of the investment lost in contact between the fish and a
prevent outbreaks of opportunistic dead fish, cost of treatment, and potential pathogen. Environmental
diseases. The fish is constantly decreased growth during problems, such as poor water

badtd i ecreased growth during quality, or other stressors often
bathed in potential pathogens, convalescence. In nature we are less contribute to the outbreak of
including bacteria, fungi, and aware of fish disease problems disease.
parasites. Even use of sterilization because sick animals are quickly
technology (i.e., ultraviolet removed from the population by
sterilizers, ozonation) does not predators. In addition, fish are Determining if your fish are sick
eliminate all potential pathogens much less crowded in natural
from the environment. Suboptimal stms than in captivity. Parasits he most obvious sign of sick fishsystems than in captivity. Parasites
water quality, poor nutrition, or d bacteria may be of minimal is the presence of dead or dying

immune system suppression and bacteria ma e f inial animals. However, the careful
generally associated with stressful significance under natural observer can usually tell that fishgenerally associated with stressful conditions, but can contribute to
conditions allow these potential substantial problems when animals are sick before they start dying
pathogens to cause disease. arcrowded and stressed under because sick fish often stop feeding
Medications used to treat these and may appear lethargic.Healthyculture conditions.
diseases provide a means of buying fish should eat aggressively if fed at
time for fish and enabling them to Disease is rarely a simple regularly scheduled times. Pond
overcome opportunistic infections, association between a pathogen and fish should not be visible except at
but are no substitute for proper a host fish. Usually other feeding time. Fish that are observed
animal husbandry. circumstances must be present for hanging listlessly in shallow water,

active disease to develop in a gasping at the surface, or rubbing
Daily observation of fish behavior population. These circumstances against objects indicate something

and feeding activity allows early are generally grouped under the may be wrong. These behavioral
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